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Connell Foley Begins Exciting New Chapter

C

onnell Foley LLP, a full-service law firm with seven
offices and 130 attorneys throughout the Mid-Atlantic
region, prides itself on its commitment to clients
and community alike. This focus has contributed to the firm’s
success for nearly 80 years and has been an integral factor in the
firm’s continued growth.
In 2017, Connell Foley relocated its headquarters in
Roseland to a new office just up the street from the building it
called home for the past 30 years. The firm has leased 75,000
square feet at “56 at Roseland,” a technologically advanced
building set in park-like surroundings and offering clients and
employees a wide range of amenities.
“Thirty years at 85 Livingston served us well, but it was
time to make a change in location as well as approach,” said
Managing Partner Philip F. McGovern Jr. “Today’s technology and
client needs require us to be even more nimble, responsive and
collaborative. In continuing to build our platform for the future, it
is a positive and exciting step for us to know we will be servicing
our present and future clients at a state-of-the-art office campus.”

Conceived with a contemporary flair, the firm’s new
location features a versatile conference center, modern offices
and collaborative work spaces, including a central work café.
Located on the I-280 corridor, the office is easily accessible from
all regions of the New York metropolitan area.
Connell Foley, which offers a full complement of legal services
to business and entrepreneurs, is particularly well recognized
in the areas of litigation, real estate, corporate, environmental,
trusts and estates, insurance and alternative dispute resolution.
In 2017, the firm’s Insurance practice was named “Litigation
Department of the Year” by the New Jersey Law Journal, and the
firm as a whole earned awards for leadership and dedication to
community service.
Connell Foley has grown steadily over the years and, just this
fall, augmented its ranks through the addition of nine associates.
The firm is truly excited to embark on the next chapter in its
history while it continues to make a positive impact on its clients
as well as the legal industry. PS
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